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Save Churchill Part 3: Confrontation is the final episode and conclusion to the explosive Save Churchill campaign for Sniper
Elite 3, featuring the larg 5d3b920ae0
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sniper elite 3 - save churchill part 3 confrontation

Continuing where I left off with my Save Churchill Part 2 review, this is the final DLC in the trilogy. And it's the worst.
Confrontation is the worst for a variety of reasons. For one, there is barely any autosave. If you forget to manually save every
few minutes, you'll be stuck back at a bad checkpoint or worse, the beginning of the level. The DLC also features a nasty tank
battle that took me forever on my first try of this mission. Not only that, you have to shoot small explosive mines to avoid being
damaged which is also a pain. Is there anything good about this mission you might ask? Well. I guess. The level design is great
here. Ignoring enemy placements for a second, the map is just as big as Part 2. There is also a well designed "Boss" Fight. I say
"Boss" fight because he is just a regular enemy. The story ends mostly what you would expect from a DLC like this. I didn't
really enjoy this DLC that much. But, if you played the rest of the Save Churchill Missions (And the Hiter DLC) then you
probably want to finish this off just to be satisfied with yourself. If you're thinking about buying these, please buy the Season
Pass if you can, it's much easier to experience these DLCs in one sitting than it is to buy them for 8 bucks each.
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